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VALUEPOINT™ WI-FI GEAR SUPPORTS VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
ON BUSES THROUGHOUT THE U.S.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, August 27, 2007 -- ValuePoint Networks, Inc. is supplying rugged
Access Points (APs) to Integrian® for its TransitCam® system, equipping public transit buses and
school buses, in several cities around the United States, with video survelliance systems. These
systems are part of several pilot programs rolled out by the each of the cities’ transit and school
systems to evaluate full scale roll outs.
“The ValuePoint Networks WiFi gear is meeting our expectations for high power, ruggedness and
reliability”, says Ian Arcuri, Program Director at Integrian. “In addition ValuePoint upgraded the
construction of their AP to withstand the special vibrations found on the Diesel powered vehicles.”
The TransitCam system allows each bus to store many hours of video recordings and wirelessly
upload those recordings onto a server on a daily basis. In this way, the cities are able to keep a
video log for each bus. In addition, the system supports real time wireless video streaming on an
as needed basis. For example, a police car can connect to the video cameras on the buses
when the car comes within wireless range of a particular bus.
The ValuePoint 530g Rugged Access Point is used inside each bus, running in Client mode. It is
connected via Ethernet to the TransitCam system. When it is within range of an AP at the
dispatch center, it automatically connects, and the TransitCam system uploads the entire video
recording. Also police cars are equipped with high-powered ValuePoint APs so that live video
can be remotely viewed within the police cars, if necessary. The range is superb, and the
connection is secured using WPA2 encryption.
“We are proud to support Integrian in this exciting new application. Our products continue to find
their way into new markets, and the video surveillance market is definitely one that is growing
rapidly.” says David Grissom, VP Business Development for ValuePoint Networks. “Remote video
surveillance, especially on moving vehicles, uses wireless and Wi-Fi transport more frequently.
High power, and rugged, Wi-Fi products make this possible. This gives the customer quicker
uploads of video from multiple vehicles, and the option of real-time monitoring capability.”
About ValuePoint Networks
www.valuepointnet.com
ValuePoint Networks is the foremost manufacturer of price leading Gateway Controllers, Rugged
Access Points, and Mesh gear. ValuePoint products are used in Hospitality, MTU/MDU,
industrial, WISP, outdoor, hotspot, municipal, and enterprise applications. Light up more for less,
reduce capital expenditures, and improve your ROI with ValuePoint gear.
About Integrian
www.integrian.com
Integrian is a pioneer of mobile video camera technology. Integrian’s video surveillance systems
are known for their reliability and accuracy particularly in harsh, mobile environments. Police
agencies, transportation authorities and others look to Integrian to provide the highest possible
protection against frivolous lawsuits, vandalism and security threats.
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